ARGENTINA AND THE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
FOCO - INPADE
ACTION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AT HLPF

SDG 1. NO POVERTY
u

1.5 million new poor have been added, bringing the total to 13
million. (32,9% of the population).

u

The indigence went from 5.3% to 6.9% and reached 2.7 million
Argentines.

u

There are 5,6 million poor children.

u

Among those 5.6 million, there are 1,300,000 (almost 25%) who are in
indigence.

People below the poverty line based on EDSA-Bicentenario/UCA
microdata and EAHU-INDEC: comparison of results. Source: INDEC,
2017.

People below the Indigence line based on EDSA-Bicentenario/UCA
microdata and EAHU-INDEC: comparison of results. Source: INDEC,
2017

Child poverty according to characteristics of the head of household. Argentina, 2016.
As a percentage . Source: UNICEF, 2017

SDG 2. ZERO HUNGER
u

One in five Argentinian children suffers from day-to-day nutrition
problems in the country.

u

Food insecurity affected 19.5% of the population in 2015 and 7.7% in
severe levels.

u

One in four children (26.6%) received direct daily food coverage
exclusively in school canteens.

SDG 3. GOOD HEALTH AND WELLBEING
u

The maternal mortality rate is still very high. The rate must have fallen to 1.3
deaths per 10,000 live births, but in 2015 the figure was 3.2.

u

In 2016, infant mortality showed a strong increase in the City of Buenos Aires,
reaching 7.2 deaths per thousand live births, compared to 6.0 points recorded in
2015.

u

Coverage of remedies: significant decline in the purchase of medicines and
antiretrovirals for people with HVI.

u

In 2016, 155,000 kits and 29 million treatments were delivered, representing a
reduction of 8% in the number of kits and 27% in the number of treatments.

SDG 5. GENDER EQUALITY
u

Between January and May 2017, a woman died in Argentina every
26 hours, 4 hours less than last year.

u

18% of the victims registered in 2017 had already filed a complaint
and 9% had protection measures.

u

February 2017: Attempt to cut 67 million pesos from the budget
allocated to the National Women's Council and to the
implementation of the National Plan of Action for the Prevention,
Assistance and Eradication of Violence against Women (PNA).

SDG 8. DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH
u

Unemployment reached 9.2% in the first quarter of 2017 and became the
highest in ten years at that time of the year (1.149.000 unemployed people).

u

The employment rate was 41.3%, the lowest since 2006.

u

The underemployment reached 9.9%, representing 1,240,000 people with
employment problems.

u

About 3.2 million young people out of 4 million (8 out of 10) between the ages of
14 and 29, do not have a decent job or want to work and do not get a job.

u

The informal workers group received $ 6,919, 55% less than the $15,518 of their
registered peers.

u

The sectors with more informality (above 50%) are in agriculture, construction
and among the domestic staff.

u

about 5000 factories closed during 2016 and the market offered in the last
quarter 68,314 jobs less than the previous year, or a drop of 1%.

u

By the end of 2016, 10% of boys and girls between the ages of 5 and 17 do
intensive domestic work or in the labor market.

Results for the first quarter of 2017. Main indicators. Source: INDEC

Groups of economically active population according to the type of pressure on the labor
market. Total 31 urban agglomerations. First quarter of 2017. Source: INDEC

SDG 9. INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
u

CAME (Argentine Confederation of Medium-sized Enterprises)
reported that factories were closed in recent months, which
generated "more than 45 thousand layoffs in the sector".

u

Diversion of funds. U$S 4 billion of the Belgrano Plan were used in the
City of Buenos Aires.

SDG 14. LIFE BELOW WATER
u

Appropriation by foreign vessels of Argentine resources.

u

Concentration of catches.

u

Loss of labor sources.

u

Predation and biological, economic and social unsustainability.

u

Strengthening of an extractive model rather than a fishing industry.

SDG 17. PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE
GOALS
u

Relations with neighboring countries have weakened in favor of a closer
rapprochement with the US-led Pacific bloc.

u

After the deadlock of 2010, in 2017 has become the possibility of uniting
the countries of Mercosur and the European Union in a cooperation
agreement that reproduces almost literally the FTAA attempts with USA
that were rejected by the governments of Argentina and Brazil in those
years.

u

At present, Mercosur phase out tariffs of 16% of products from the EU to
10 years and of 50% to 15, which is the maximum term. The EU is seeking
a tariff reduction for at least 90% of its exports over the next decade,
which would bring serious problems to local economies.

